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They taught her to listen to words awesome for their
frankness and daring, but these words no longer struck
her with the force they had that first time. She had
learned to resist them. Sometimes behind the words deny-
ing God, she could detect a firm faith in Him. Then she
smiled a quiet, all-forgiving smile. And while she did not
like Rybin, he no longer roused her hostility*
Every week she took books and clean clothes to the jail
for the khokhoL Once she was allowed to see him.
"He hasn't changed a bit," she said tenderly when she
returned. "So good to everybody, and everybody joking
with him. It's hard for him, awfully hard, but he doesn't
show it."
"That's right," was Rybin's comment, "Griefs a hide
and we're inside. We're used to such clothing. Nothing to
be proud of. Not everybody has had blinders put on his
eyes. Some people just close their eyes, that's what! So if
we're stupid, nothing to do but grin and bear it!"
XII
The settlement became more and more interested in the
Vlassovs' little grey house. This interest was tinged with
suspicion and unconscious hostility, but a trusting curiosity
was also aroused. Sometimes Pavel would be approached
by a stranger who, after glancing about stealthily, would
say, "Listen, brother, you read books and know the law,
couldn't you explain to me...."
And the petitioner would recount some tale of injustice
on the part of the police or the factory management* In
complicated cases, Pavel would give him a note to a
lawyer of his acquaintance in the town, But if he could,
he would explain the matter himself.
Gradually people came to respect this earnest young
man who spoke so simply and daringly, who kept his eyes
open and his ears alert to everything, who stubbornly
went to the bottom of every disagreement, always and
everywhere finding the common thread linking all people.

